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The holidays bring a flurry of activity, which is often 

accompanied by an overwhelming amount of anticipa-

tion & excitement in children. This eBook is designed 

to help your kids channel their excess energy, into time 

spent drawing and learning.

This book is for everyone. It’s for the art kids that can’t 

get enough art. It’s for the kids that always want to 

learn more. It’s for the kids that need a bit of confi-

dence building. And it’s for the kids that need some 

time away from the TV and video games. It’s even for 

mom and dad.

Drawing is a universal language. It’s a way to explore 

and express ourselves. And it’s supposed to be fun. 

Everyone can draw and these step-by-step lessons will 

show you how. With this eBook your child will learn to 

draw 5 different holiday characters, again and again. 

While they spend time making great holiday art – you 

can turn their art into decorations for your home, gifts 

and even the family greeting cards.

Introduction.

http://www.being-visual.com
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Preschool kids are drawn to pencil and paper to tell 

their stories. They delight in drawing pictures of their 

family, their house, pets and imaginary characters. 

But as kids get older, they grow discouraged when they 

can’t draw what they can see, or draw it the way they 

want to. This is when the fun goes out of art. It’s when 

many kids decide they’re just not that good at it. It’s 

when they stop drawing. They stop making art.

There are tremendous academic and social benefits to 

participating in the arts. Learning to draw helps kids 

slow down, improves handwriting, attention to detail, 

along with art & visual skills. When we teach children 

how to draw, we keep them doing art - with confidence.

Drawing is the place to start.
Everything in art starts with a drawing. But drawing is really not that hard - 
once we know how to see. Learning to draw is about learning how to see...

Find drawing classes in your area.

http://www.being-visual.com
http://www.youngrembrandts.com/find-a-class.aspx
http://youngrembrandts.com/find-a-class.aspx
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I was an art kid. You may have one of these kids. 

Art kids love to see, make and do art. They have rich 

imaginations and unique ways of seeing and doing 

things. Art kids see the world in Technicolor, full of 

rich pattern and detail. For them, the world is alive, 

always full of creative energy and ideas.

This way of seeing is about much more than art. It’s 

a way of thinking that profoundly affects everything 

they do – in and out of school. Art kids are right -brain, 

visual thinkers. They need to see to think. They need 

to see what they’re learning. Doing art and making art 

– is about seeing - and is essential to success in school.

There are times art kids can have a hard time in school. 

Their way of seeing and thinking may be misunder-

stood or undervalued. I assure you - the way visu-

al kids see and think are tremendous assets that will 

serve them well all through their lives and careers.

For now, it’s time to think about the holidays! Sit back 

and relax and get your kids ready to draw, while you 

do the things you need to do. Or better yet – learn to 

draw with your kids.

How art makes us smart.
Art kids see the world in Technicolor, full of rich pattern and detail. For them, 
the world is alive, always full of creative energy and ideas.

Read more...
www.bettefetter.com
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http://www.amazon.com/Being-Visual-Generation-Innovative-Thinkers/dp/0982209495/ref%3Dtmm_pap_title_0%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1349966477%26sr%3D8-1
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01 Draw a snowman.

http://www.being-visual.com
https://viddler.com/v/470f7f2e?secret=30360323
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02 Draw a reindeer.

http://www.being-visual.com
http://www.viddler.com/embed/7f281031%3Fsecret%3D20616091
https://viddler.com/v/c3823d8e?secret=107289209
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03 Draw an elf.

http://www.being-visual.com
http://www.viddler.com/embed/7f281031%3Fsecret%3D20616091
https://viddler.com/v/8e921c08?secret=89396568
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04 Draw a nutcracker.

http://www.being-visual.com
http://www.viddler.com/embed/7f281031%3Fsecret%3D20616091
https://viddler.com/v/ec943fd0?secret=29104097
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05 Draw a santa.

http://www.being-visual.com
http://www.viddler.com/embed/7f281031%3Fsecret%3D20616091
https://viddler.com/v/b5965373?secret=54318807
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blog
www.bettefetter.com

contact
bette@bettefetter.com

facebook
www.facebook.com/BetteFetterAuthor
 twitter
@BetteYR
 pinterest
www.pinterest.com/BetteFetter

bette fetter
Author, Speaker and Education Expert
Founder & CEO of Young Rembrandts
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